Welcome Aboard the Worlds Finest Navy!
Navy GME FAQ’s

+ Is Navy GME Going Away: NO
+ Board Pass Rates:
  + All Specialties: 92%
  + National Average: 89%
+ Will I Be Forced Into a Specialty I Don’t Like or Want: NO
Navy GME Training Pathways:

- *Full Time In-Service (FTIS)
- *Full Time Out-Service (FTOS)
- Navy Active Duty Delay for Specialists (NADDS)
- *Financial Assistance Program (FAP)

*Requires Obligated Service*
Tertiary Medical Centers Training Sites:

- Naval Medical Center, Portsmouth, Virginia
- Naval Medical Center, San Diego, California
- National Capital Consortium, Bethesda, Maryland
Navy GME Training Sites

Family Medicine Training Sites:

- Naval Hospital, Camp Lejeune, NC
- Naval Hospital, Jacksonville, FL
- Naval Hospital, Camp Pendleton, CA
- Fort Belvoir ACH, Virginia
Obligated Service

DODINST 6000.13 (series)

- No ADO served while in GME
- 6 mo for each 6 mo of training or portions thereof
- ADO for GME training in a federal institution served concurrent with ROTC/USNA+HPSP/USU ADO
- ADO payback starts the day following completion of GME
- ADO served while in FS or UMO training
WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW!
JSGMESB Process Overview

1. Application to Board
2. Convene JSGMESB/GMESB
3. Results Released
4. Cut-Off to accept selection
5. Orders written to Training
What You Really Really Want To Know!

+ GME TRAINS TO REQUIREMENTS!
  + Requirements defined by the Manning Control Authority
  + Number of training billets fixed
  + More approved training positions than authorized training billets
  + Specialties with the greatest manning needs receive priority with training assets
GME Billet Distribution Formula

Balance MTF & Operational Manning Requirements

Against

Available Billets

= 

GME Billet Distribution

(A.K.A – REALITY!)
In-Service Interns: 248
(258 total interns – 10 continuous contracts)
Incumbent Intern Selections: 79
Operational Requirement:
  Flight Surgery: 64
  Undersea Medicine: 24
  GMO: 81
Incumbent Interns: 79

Intern Dependent Specialties:
- Internal Medicine
- PEDS
- General Surgery
- OB/GYN
- Orthopedics
- Otolaryngology
- Psychiatry
- Family Medicine
- Emergency Medicine
Straight Through Training

- The opportunity for intern→resident straight-thru training is inversely related to number of qualified applicants from operational assignments, incumbent interns that can be made available & community Manning.

- Number of qualified applicants per specialty varies from year-to-year.

- Don’t know for sure until the GMESB.
What You Really Really Want To Know!

What’s HOT for Residency Applicants!

+ Aerospace Medicine
+ General Surgery
+ Ortho
+ Emergency Medicine
+ Family Medicine
+ Psychiatry
+ Flight Surgery
+ Undersea Medicine
What You Need To Know

Important Dates:

Applications open on MODS: 15 July 2015
Applications Close: 15 September 2015
Document Submission: 1 October 2015
Results Released: 16 December 2015
Accept or Decline Date: 13 January 2016
What You Really Really Need To Know

+ Submit your GME application at: https://education.mods.army.mil/navymeded/userlogon/userlogon.aspx

+ You can make 2 specialty choices in application
What You Really Really Need To Know

- Apply early
- Verify & update documents in MODS
- INTERVIEW EARLY – Interview as if you are applying for a job (because you are!)
- Verify completeness of application & documents prior to 15 September
Required Documents for Residency Application

- Copy of medical school transcripts
- Step I & II Results
- Deans Letter
- PD Recommendation
- CO’s Endorsement
- Letters of Recommendation
Navy GME Contacts

**Navy GME:**
navygme@med.navy.mil

**Navy GME Facebook:**
http://www.facebook.com/navygme
Prior To Starting Residency or Transferring to GMO Tour

- USMLE or COMLEX Series
  - Sign up for Step III NLT JUL 2015
  - Take exam NLT 31 DEC 2015
- Application for state license submitted by end of internship
- Failure to complete will impact next assignment & eligibility for ASP bonus
Helpful Application Tips

+ Focus on being the best Dr. you can be!
+ It’s ok to be Dr. Average
+ Impacts future training decisions
+ WORK TOGETHER- YOU ARE A TEAM!
+ Make yourself competitive for residency selection – starting TODAY
+ You are not just a Navy Doctor – You’re also a Naval Officer
Not Selected To Residency? Options:
Operational Opportunities

Operational Tour?
- GMO
  - Fleet Marine Force
  - Surface Warfare
  - Construction Battalion
- Flight Surgery
- Undersea Medical

Return to Navy GME?
- Pay-off obligation and leave active duty?
Returning To GME

- 98% opportunity for categorical interns to return to program of origin
- Overall >80% selected for specialty of their choice
Helpful Application Tips

- Go to sea and see the world
- Have Fun!
- Prepare yourself to return to GME (daily)
- Be the best Dr and Naval Officer in your unit
- If deployment scheduling will prevent you from making a GME application – Contact us several months before deployment for alternate arrangements
- HAVE FUN!
Thank You for Your Service to Our Nation